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TEASER

EXT. SMALL FARM PROPERTY IN NORTHERN MEXICO - AFTERNOON

ON SCREEN: State of Chihuahua, Mexico 1937.

An adobe house sits at the front of a small farm among a

rocky, dry landscape. The land is quiet and still. The

hinges of the backdoor creak gently with a small gust of

wind. Two young girls fling open the back door as they run

barefooted as fast as they can. The 5 year old, JUANA

struggles to keep up with the long legs of her 7 year old

sister SOFIA. They weave in and out of the rows of crops

planted in their backyard, laughing. Their MOTHER, wearing

an apron and holding a knife calls to them from the back

door.

All dialogue in Spanish.

MOTHER

You can play for one hour and then

its time for dinner! Hey, Sofia!

Sofia!

Sofia, the older sister, stops running and turns to look

back at her mother.

MOTHER

Remember what I told you two about

the house?

The mother extends her arm and holds out her hand, with

index finger and thumb spaced apart as if she’s holding a

coin that is not there. Sofia looking back, does the same.

With one eye closed, Sofia looks through her fingers so that

her index finger sits at the roof of the house and her thumb

is level with the ground, her mother centered between them.

MOTHER

If the house is like this...

Her mother brings her thumb and index finger closer as if

now holding a pebble.

MOTHER

You are too far, understand?

Her daughter mimics the the motion and nods her head.

MOTHER

Go catch Juanita!



2.

Sofia looks behind her to see her little sister approaching

the end of the crops, and she chases after her. Their mother

watches for a moment and proceeds back into the house.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE FARM PROPERTY - APPROX. 1 HOUR LATER

The girls walk slowly up a path into a big hill that

overlooks their house. The path ascends into a vegetated

cliff that becomes thicker with the elevation. Their faces

are covered in dirt and sweat from playing. The white

dresses they once wore are now beige from the dust they have

kicked up. A LIZARD runs across their feet. Juana shrieks

but Sofia is filled with excitement.

SOFIA

Let’s get it!

JUANA

I don’t want to!

The lizard runs off the path into some bushes. Sofia chases

after it. Juana stays on the path and sits down. She’s tired

and ready to go home. She sees her house at the bottom of

the hill. She holds her finger and thumb out like her mother

and sister had taught her. She closes one eye and looks

through her fingers to see that her view of the house is

smaller than a pebble would be between her fingers. She

exhales. Frustrated, she yells for her big sister.

JUANA

Sofia! Sofiiiiaaaa!

She can hear her sister laughing faintly in the distance.

SOFIA (O.C.)

He’s a fast one!

Juana looks down at her toes and counts them, mumbling her

numbers 1 through 10. Her counting is interrupted by a

melodic WHISTLING coming from the bushes further down the

path. Intrigued, she gets up and looks in the direction of

the sound.

JUANA

Sofia?

The whistling continues, and she walks slowly towards it.

She walks until she is standing directly in front of the

bush where it seems whistling had come from.

(CONTINUED)
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JUANA

Sofia?

The bush rustles. Its thick and Juana cannot see what is

inside. A small, raspy VOICE seeps from the bush.

VOICE

Yes, it is me. Sofia.

Startled, Juana backs up and yells in her high pitched 5

year old voice.

JUANA

You’re not Sofia! What’s your name?

The voice within the bush giggles softly.

VOICE

I don’t have a name. Can you please

give me a name?

Juana uncomfortably backs up a little bit more.

JUANA

What are you doing here?

VOICE

I like to play up here, just like

you. Do you want to play with me?

Juana shakes her head.

VOICE

Why not? I am fun, I bet I’m even

more fun than your sister.

Juana curiously steps forward and leans her head closer to

the voice.

VOICE

Come into this bush and I’ll give

you a toy! Do you like dolls?

The voice giggles.

JUANA

Really?

VOICE

I would not lie to you. I have lots

of dolls here with me in the bush.

Juana steps a little closer.

(CONTINUED)
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VOICE

Come a little closer...

Juana’s foot is at the edge of the bush, and she leans her

head inside to look.

VOICE

Don’t be scared.

Just as Juana’s head is almost inside the bush, a familiar

voice yells at her from behind.

MOTHER

Juana!

Juana pulls her head out of the bush and looks behind her to

see her mother down the path, walking furiously toward her.

The bush rustles and she turns back, hearing small footsteps

running off rapidly in the distance. Her mother approaches

and grabs her arm, pulling her away from the bush.

MOTHER

Where is your sister?

Juana looks up at her mother, then back towards the bush.

Sofia’s voice approaches the dirt path.

SOFIA (O.C.)

I got him!

Sofia comes running excitedly onto the path grasping a

lifeless lizard in her hand. Her excitement suddenly

dissipates as soon as she sees her mother’s face.

MOTHER

This is way too far from the house!

And you left your little sister

here alone to catch a lizard?!

Shame on you, Sofia!

Their mother grabs Sofia’s hand causing her to drop the

lizard onto the ground. Sofia begins to cry. They head back

down the path toward their house. As their mother scolds

Sofia and Sofia cries and apologizes, little Juana turns her

head back and stares hard at the bush. The dead lizard lay

center in the path, like a place marker for what just

happened there.
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INT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Juana and Sofia are sleeping together in a small bed against

a wall in a small room of the house. They sleep opposite of

each other, feet to head. Across the room, a yellow eye

watches them through a crack in the bedroom wall. A creak in

the floor wakes up Juana. She looks around the room half

asleep but lays her head back down. She begins to fall back

asleep, but a strange GNAWING sound wakes her up again. She

rubs her eyes and turns around to see that something is

moving under the covers next to her sister’s feet. She

gasps.

JUANA

(whispering)

Sofia? Are you awake?

The gnawing sound stops. Slowly a MOUTH reveals itself

through a crack in the sheets. It smiles at Juana, sharp

yellow TEETH dripping with BLOOD. She quivers motionless,

speechless. A bony index FINGER slides over its lips to urge

her to be quiet.

END TEASER


